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Feature at a Glance

Introducing: Days of Supply Planning

Customer challenge

Solution area

Meet that challenge with 

SAP Ariba

Implementation information

Experience key benefits

Prerequisites and Limitations

Ease of implementation      

Geographic relevance

Low touch / simple 

Global

SAP Ariba Supply Chain Collaboration with Inventory 

Add on

This feature is automatically on for all customers with 

the applicable solutions but requires customer 

configuration.

Requires the inventory collaboration component.

Some buyers use days of supply instead of 

stock quantities in supplier-managed inventory. 

➢ The enhancement will support min/max days 

of supply values sent from ERP system.

➢ This feature will help calculate the Minimum 

inventory and Maximum inventory key figures 

based on the minimum and maximum days of 

supply.

➢ The feature allows buyer to configure the view 

with days of supply in addition to existing 

calculations based on min/max inventory.

The feature will benefit the customers with flexibility in 

terms of calculating the minimum and maximum 

inventory supply requirements. Now customers can 

choose to have calculations based on either fixed 

inventory min/max values or days of supply.
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Feature at a Glance

Introducing: Days of Supply Planning

➢ This feature is enabled by default for all buyers entitled for SAP Ariba Supply Chain Collaboration.

➢ This feature also requires the inventory collaboration component.

➢ The buyer administrator should have enabled visibility for the Supplier managed replenishment days-of-supply view and Supplier 

managed inventory days-of-supply view.
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Feature at a Glance

Introducing: Days of Supply Planning

Buyer and supplier user interface changes

➢ On the Planning Collaboration page, system now adds Min. and Max. columns under a Days of supply heading. These columns are hidden

by default. Click the table options icon at the top of the table to change the display settings.

➢ For items on the Planning Collaboration page that have days-of-supply quantities and the stock level values are either 0 or empty, the details

page uses the Supplier managed inventory days-of-supply view or Supplier managed replenishment days-of-supply view.

➢ Lines on the chart are changed to indicate the minimum and maximum inventory values, instead of the minimum and maximum stock.

➢ Key figures Minimum inventory and Maximum inventory are added to the table.

➢ The formula to calculate the Minimum proposal and Maximum proposal key figures is changed to use values for Minimum inventory and

Maximum inventory instead of Minimum stock and Maximum stock.
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Feature at a Glance

Introducing: Days of Supply Planning

Buyer and supplier user interface changes

➢ The views for days of supply based planning will have corresponding key figures for minimum and maximum inventory. This is an

addition with respect to planning based on fixed min/max inventory method.
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Changes to reporting

If a supplier runs an Inventory type job on the Upload/Download page and the data it uses contains items with days-of-supply values, this 

feature adds to the generated Excel file:

➢ Minimum days of supply and Maximum days of supply columns.

➢ Minimum inventory and Maximum inventory key figures for items that have days-of-supply values. 


